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 docx file that can be read by Word, Open Office and Libre Office and can be shared. It includes its own structure editor for easy manipulation of links between structures and the drawing of mesh models and a .vb file that lets you show results from the viewer in the form of drawings. It is released under the GNU GPL v3 license (GNU Project). It is available in multiple language versions as follows.
Openoffice  Libreoffice. 2.2. Extensibility {#sec2.2} ------------------ The provided software was designed to allow for easy extension and creation of new analysis and structural animation tools. The software was designed as a modular system that allows to create new analysis and animation tools with the required input/output from the user. The user does not need to know the code for a certain

component to be able to use it. For this reason, it allows the user to create new tools by adding some functionality to the core tool that has been released. The user has to give a description of how to get the required input or provide the required output and a description how to get the output. Some basic functionality has already been implemented. The extension architecture supports the new
functionality being introduced by the following modules: i. Data management and analysis modules These modules are responsible for data pre-processing and analysis. The provided analysis and pre-processing tools are based on established methods that are used in the medical field. However, since these methods are not designed for structural analyses, they have been slightly adapted to the needs of

the specific application. ii. Viewer module These modules are responsible for providing the user with an easy way to share the results. This includes sharing the results as vector or raster files as well as the structure and mesh models used. Currently, three modules are available. iii. Simulation module These modules are responsible for providing the user with a tool to interactively perform various
simulations on the obtained mesh model. In the simplest form, this includes volume rendering and stereo visualisation. This architecture allows to create a variety of new tools. These tools could be used in any analysis tool in order to provide the user with some more tools. In the following, we present three different tools. The provided code also allows the user to create new analysis tools. Since the
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